I now propose an ideal for the architecture of the machine age, for the
ideal American building. Let it grow up in that image. The tree.
But I do not mean to suggest the imitation of the tree.
Proceeding, then, step by step from generals to particulars., plasticity as
a large means in architecture began to grip me and to work its own will.
Fascinated I would watch its sequences, seeing other sequences in those
consequences already in evidence: as in the Heurtley, Martin, Heath?
Thomas, Tomek, Coonley and dozens of other houses.
The old architecture, so far as its grammar went, for me began, literally,
to disappear. As if by magic new architectural effects came to Me—effects
genuinely new in the whole cycle of architecture owing simply to the
working of this spiritual principle. Vistas of inevitable simplicity and
ineffable harmonies would open, so beautiful to me that I was not only
delighted, but often startled. Yes, sometimes amazed.
I have since concentrated on plasticity as physical continuity, using it as
a practical working principle within the very nature of the building itself
in the effort to accomplish this great thing called architecture. Every true
aesthetic is an implication of nature, so it was inevitable that this aesthetic
ideal should be found to enter into the actual building of the building
itself as a principle of construction.
But later on I found that in the effort to actually eliminate the post and
beam in favour of structural continuity, that is to say, making the two
things one thing instead of two separate things, I could get no help at all
from regular engineers. By habit, the engineer reduced, everything in the
field of calculation to the post and the beam resting upon it before he
could calculate and tell you where and just how much for either. He had
no other data. Walls made one with floors and ceilings, merging together
yet reacting upon each other, the engineer had never met. And the
engineer has not yet enough scientific formulae to enable him to calculate
for continuity. Floor slabs stiffened and extended as cantilevers over cen-
tred supports, as a waiter's tray rests upon his upturned fingers, such as I
now began to use in order to get planes parallel to the earth to emphasize
the third dimension, were new, as I used them, especially in the Imperial
Hotel. But the engineer soon mastered the element of continuity in floor
slabs, with such formulae as he had. The cantilever thus became a new
feature of design in architecture. As used in the Imperial Hotel at ToMo
it was the most important of the features of construction that insured the
life of that building in the terrific temblor of 1922. So, not only a new
aesthetic but proving the aesthetic as scientifically sound, a great new
economic 'stability' derived from steel in tension was able now to enter
into building construction.
THE NATURE OF MATERIALS
From this early ideal of plasticity another concept came. To he con-
sistent in practice, or indeed if as a principle it was to work out in the
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